In recent years, logistics companies of different sizes has been considerably developed all over the country, with the intensified competitions. To stand out in the competitive market, a logistics company must improve its logistics situation, focus on the function of distribution center, reduce logistics costs for enhancing the impact of supply chain, and rapidly response to customer needs. Thus, how to better design or optimize the existing distribution route for reducing logistics costs becomes a difficult problem, and this article will do some researches on it.
Introduction
With the huge business opportunity and potential of modern logistics industry, it attracts China's attention more significantly. In 2009, the State Council issued the Adjustment and Plan for Logistics Industry, setting a milestone in the history of China's economic development. With the publication of this government document, the " logistics craze" occurred in domestic market: all kinds of new logistics companies were launched and the existing logistics companies accelerated the adjustments of their own long-term plan. Now in the international market, the share of logistics costs in GDP is supposed to symbolize the strength of a country. Although from 1991 to 2001 the share of China's logistics costs in GDP has dropped from 24% to 19.4%, by 4.6 percentage points, it is still unacceptable that from 2002 to 2009 that has fallen from 18.8% to 18.1%, by only 0.7 percentage points. However, the logistics costs of developed countries remain 10% in general, obviously indicating that China's logistics costs still have room for further reduction. According to saving algorithm, this article will combine with a certain case and put forward a countermeasure with actual value and operability to save logistics costs. In this article, the conditions of route optimization are defined to be that when a logistics distribution center delivers goods to multiple customers (or transfer stations), the locations of logistics center and customers are given; the distance among logistics center and customers (or transfer stations)and among different customers (or transfer stations) are given and fixed. Meanwhile, the traffic limit on transportation network is out of 
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The meanings of equation (1) to equation (7) are explained as follows: Equation (1): Find the minimum of route distance sum Equation (2): Total volume of goods through each route does not exceed the capacity of delivery vehicles Equation (3): Upper equation represents the number of vehicles in logistics distribution center; lower one represents that each demand site can only be served by a vehicle Equation(4): Traffic conservation limit Equation(5): Traffic conservation limit Equation(6): Distribution site of Vehicle k Equation (7): Route of Vehicle k
Algorithm Analysis
This article chooses C-W saving algorithm to optimize the distribution of a certain logistics company, due to the fact that in logistics distribution system route optimization has too many limits including vehicles' capacity limits, load limits, time limits, etc., while saving algorithm has the advantage of adding constraints flexibly.
Distribution Model
Point-to-point Transportation
Shortest route algorithm between two points is the most basic one in the category of logistics distribution. It determines the best route among multiple distribution sites by calculating the shortest route between two points. Given the actual constraints such as the one-way traffic system and delivery speed, as well as the road control on vehicle types, etc., the road network within distribution area can be taken as a Digraph G=(V, E) with weights, where the weight of each side is a non-negative real number. In addition, let the point of v be a starting point of distribution. Then calculate the shortest route from the starting point to other vertexes.
Single-loop Transportation -TSP
Single-loop transportation problem is to select an appropriate and closure-required route through all the nodes for a given node-set D in the route optimization. In transportation decision, it mainly aims at the route arrangement of a single vehicle for ensuring that the shortest distance is driven by the target vehicle through all the customers. TSP mathematical model is described as: Based on the Digraph G=(V, E), where 
Objective function is 
Multi-loop Transportation -VRP
Multi-loop transportation is a common distribution issue in societyand an integration of single-loop transportation problems. It originates from TSP. VRP is generally defined as an appropriated route arrangement that makes vehicles pass a series of loading point and (or) unloading point orderly and achieve some certain purposes (such as the shortest distance, least cost, shortest time, least vehicles, etc.) under the constraints (such as the demands for goods, delivery volumes, delivery times, vehicles' capacity limits, distance limits and time limits, etc.). VRP mathematical model is described as:
Based on the Digraph G=(V, E), the vertex set is 
Constraints:
where m b is the transport capacity of Vehicle m;L is the sum of customers;M is the sum of vehicles; l w is the demand (by weight or volume) of Customer l.
Shortest Route Solution of Point-to-point
Transportation -Dijkstra Algorithm
Dijkstra algorithm is also called dual labeling method. This method is to give the connecting Point j v two labels , 
Basic Principle of Saving Algorithm
Saving algorithm is put forward by Clarke and Wright in 1964, aiming at solving vehicle routing problem. Its basic principle is: Distribution Center O delivers goods to n distribution sites through one-node route connecting all the sites and distribution center. Therefore, the total cost of distribution transportation is:
If Distribution Site i is connected with Site j and forms a route tothe distribution center, the saving cost will be: 
The more the value of s(i, j) is, the more costs will save when connecting Site i and Site j. In the practical route optimization, saving cost is sorted by the value of s(i, j) in descending order. This algorithm has an advantage of fast calculation speed. Especially in the small-scale distribution optimization, the calculation is completed fast by the close accuracy and best solution.
Calculation Example
As the distribution center, a certain logistics company delivers goods to 12 customers. The center has five vehicles with the load of 680 items per vehicle. Find the best solution for the shortest route.
This issue for VRP with single center and non-full loads has the following characteristics: the location of logistics distribution center is given and single; the locations and demands of transfer stations are given; the route and distance among transfer stations are given and determined; vehicles are only unloaded in transfer stations and return empty to the distribution center after distribution; the distribution center has only a sort of vehicles. Find the objective function: the minimum cost of vehicle delivery routes is reflected as the shortest distance in this solution.
According to the data provided by a certain logistics company, draw a route distribution from this company to each transfer station at last, as shown below: According to the saving algorithm, we can find that only the route below can save the distance. The saving distance is as shown below:
